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The opinions expressed by the entrepreneur's participants are their own. You read Entrepreneur India, an international franchise of entrepreneurial media. Facebook Live is known as the Periscope killer. But do you know what it can do for your business? I don't care if you're a software engineer, manufacturing company
owner or serial entrepreneur, you have to be on Facebook live. It's not if you jas, or what about it. Have you been watching your Facebook newsfeed lately? You've probably scrolled by dozens and dozens of messages. Take a closer look. You'll quickly find that almost 80 percent of the messages you see are videos. A
year ago, Facebook redesigned the video. They pushed it to the forefront of their algorithms. And if you ask anyone, the test of time has shown that the video works much better than text, images or even links. But why should you be on Facebook Live? Dennis Yu of BlitzMetrics says: Because it's LIVE. Viewer
expectations are lower, Facebook seems to give it more priority in news, and promoting live posts amplies amplies the effect. But like anything new, Facebook may not give it the same algorithmic popularity as they have in the past with apps, images, logins, Instagram posts, carousel ads, notes or anything else they
want to promote. Here's an example of the results of a live video posted by Dennis' partner. Mark Lack, whose ad account is managed by BlitzMetrics, recently released a live video he shot with Tai Lopez. Mark was already liked by 13,995 people, but he reached 37,052 people in a live video. And half of them watched it!
It's rare to see that any Facebook post gets more reach than how many likes a page has, but it happens in a video. Mark's wasn't the only time. InfluenceTree CEO Leonard Kim teaches people how to build their personal brand, be featured in posts and grow to hack social media. He also works for the University of
Southern California Medical Company, USC's Keck Medicine. A technical team in his work helped him set up a Facebook Live video with a real camera (unlike a mobile phone), and the audio was made through a computer system. Leonard broadcast a two-hour cancer moon shot summit and expected to get organic
reach of 10 to 20,000 people because only 6,000 liked the sidelines. The video ended up getting organic reach of 175,000 while the video was still live. Now it's 185,000. If Leonard had known that the video would have reached so many people, he would have worked a little harder on the title. That's 30 times more than
how many likes were on the page! When he saw the results, Leonard went back in, edited the headline in the post, and promoted people in the target market to increase viewership. A slightly skeptical Leonard felt that the content went viral just because Vice President Joe Biden supported Cancer Moonshot decided to
put a 30-second Facebook Live video with 4,000 followers on its own page. This is it. was shaky, amateur and made after having a few drinks at Tai Lopez's house for an influencer party - only people with more than 100,000 social media followers were invited. That plot fell within reach of 43,285 people. That's 10x
Leonard's audience size. The results areFacebook Live is a profit in any business. All you have to do is spam your message to a specific audience that resonates with the content. Then the organic reach you receive from Facebook will get your video into the newsfeed of the accurate people you want to target. Then you
can back up your posts with a dollar-a-day strategy that strengthens your results. So even with a limited budget, Facebook Live is powerful. After taking two tests on Facebook live without the best content and with headliners who could be better, Leonard has begun working on creating his long-term video strategy. She
starts shooting videos where she teaches people how to build their social media pages and grow their personal brands. You can follow him on Facebook here. Do you know anyone who's tried Facebook Live? Have they had similar results? I'd like to hear more! Comment below. The social network recommends events
based on your and your friends' interests. Facebook is already a source to help you stay the source of the time. The social networking site announced a new feature that suggests interesting events near you based on your interests. Featured Events uses an algorithm that includes both your settings (at least those you've
shared with Facebook), past events you've participated in, and what types of events are popular with your friends. You can think of it like a weekend or a weekly digestion of the great things you can do in your city, Facebook product manager Aditya Koolwal told Tech Crunch. Alhough Facebook is eager to get people
involved in local events, suggestions also keep in mind the limitations of smaller venues that can be overwhelmed by foot traffic: We have a team of people who basically watch events on Facebook that have broad appeal that many people could go, and they highlight those they think are good at listing, Koolwal added.
So far, the new feature is only available in 10 U.S. cities: Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, San Francisco, Seattle and Washington, D.C. Depending on how the feature works, Facebook could expand the program. By Jordi Lippe By Jordi Lippe-McGraw Keep up with the latest daily buzz
with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Is it 3, 2, 1? Happy Slow Cooker Sunday! shouts T-Mobile CEO John Legere in one of his recent Facebook Live posts in which he speaks to his company events and take viewers through the recipe for the crock pot. I made the mistake of doing a survey, and when mac and cheese is
in the poll, you know it always wins, Legere says to the camera when he starts cooking in a black and magenta T-Mobile apron, shirt and coke. in the coke. So we're making old-fashioned macaroni and cheese! Among dozens of business leaders, Legere has been actively recruiting Facebook since last year to use the
social network as a way to connect with its customers, employees and shareholders. The company activated 20 business influencers in the last six months of 2015, and in the first six months of 2016, Facebook has stepped up its efforts and signed 80 business leaders, the social media giant told Inc. In many ways,
Facebook is a new town hall for business leaders, said John Cantarella, director of global influencer partnerships for the social network. It really allows business leaders to engage authenticly with their key audiences, be they its employees, customers or even shareholders. This initiative is part of a larger effort by
Facebook to promote Facebook Live, the company's most significant new feature in the last six months. Facebook has paid numerous news outlets and celebrities to use the live streaming feature to inspire everyday Facebook users to do the same. Every planet now has a television station in its pocket, said Ryan



Holmes, ceo of Hootsuite and one of many business executives recruited to facebook. It's a really great opportunity to connect better with customers and get it straight out of the horse's mouth. Increasing user activity has become particularly important for the social network, as recent reports have said that original user
content has been declining. This is an existential threat to the social network, so encouraging the original posts of people like business leaders is a priority. By activating business leaders and forcing them into action on the social network, Facebook hopes that other entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs will be inspired to
follow suit and post their own content. Facebook is just constantly looking for ways to keep all users active, and that includes their inhibitions for streaming, said Jessica Liu, senior analyst at Forrester Research. Everything helps increase user engagement and activity on the platform. Facebook's challenge is to challenge
LinkedIn and Twitter, social networks traditionally used by business professionals. For years, LinkedIn has been a hub for businesses in the business world, connecting with their peers and sharing their thoughts. Twitter, on the other hand, has served as the main service for public figures who have been in contact with
their followers, especially in real time. Loosening twitter and LinkedIn's grip on these social business interactions is no small task, but at the moment Facebook has a big opening. Following Microsoft's recent $26.2 billion acquisition, it is unclear which way LinkedIn will take. Twitter, on the other hand, has much bigger fish
to fry than worrying. Microblogging social network fights for survival and has turned its attention to life big events like NFL games. Facebook recognizes that it has the potential to provide leaders with another way to connect that offers better engagement with their followers. Facebook knows it has scale, has users, it is
the largest social network, Liu said. They feel that because there are a lot of people on their network, they can build this business offering, and it competes with Twitter and LinkedIn. Facebook has already managed to catch who is one of the business leaders. Wal-Mart CEO Doug McMillon used Facebook Live at his
company's shareholder meeting in June to connect with millions of his employees around the world. Sophia Amoruso, founder of fashion company Nasty Gal, has used Facebook Live to broadcast her girlboss radio show in real time. Uber CEO Travis Kalanick used Facebook in July to announce his company's $2 billion
ride, as well as a video showing every ride from 2010.But while Facebook now has more than 100 active executives, facebook live's use for business purposes is still in its early days, and many of those executives, including Legere, still come up with the best way to use the service. During one of his broadcasts, Legere's
notes flashed in front of the camera and gave their talking points to their viewers. It's like you've been captured. They say, Here's your sheet! I saw the sheet!, said Legere, recounting a little live hicp. Facebook Live strips you naked, but it really works, especially in a consumer company. Facebook works with its
executives to make sure they know all the tools at their disposal. The social network encourages businessmen to be themselves in the service and simply share their everyday experiences. Facebook also says users should keep their posts focused on a few themes, including themselves, businesses, and businesses. In
addition, it's important that users post consistently and connect with their audience so they can tell their followers that they're listening. This is really about business leaders going beyond corporate bio, Facebook's Cantarella said. When you do that, you create and create more trust in customers and employees. There is
good reason for business leaders to approach social media in this way. Surveys commissioned by BrandFog in 2014 found that 71 percent of Americans consider it more reliable for companies whose CEOs use social media. Meanwhile, 76 per cent of business leaders say they believe IT's good for CEOs to be on social
media, according to a 2013 report by Weber Shandwick. Social leaders are the future, Holmes said. Social media is a skill they need to have and are really starting to become more desirable, Holmes said. It's something you have to be in your arsenal. Facebook's most active business users are who has made a name for
himself as one of the most sable CEOs on social media. Legere said he'd try. he's trying. one live stream a week. You have instant access to people ... and the information, reach and value are absolutely amazing and viral, said Legere, who often gets over 200,000 views per video. It's not a game to me. It's a very
serious, very influential part of the way I run my business.
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